
This has been an unusual year for fans of business biographies. Those of the
traditional sort, recounting the triumphs and travails of entrepreneurs or
corporate executives, have been scarce. Instead, we’ve been treated to an
array of remarkable books that use biography or autobiography as a vehicle
to explore difficult themes in leadership or life.

My favorite among these is Ellen Ullman’s “Life in Code: A Personal History
of Technology” (MCD, 306 pages, $27). Ms. Ullman is far from a corporate
heavyweight; she toiled for two decades as a programmer in San Francisco
and has spent two more as a writer. “Life in Code” is a series of essays
written between 1994 and 2017 and built loosely around her life as she
navigates the changing technological environment. Her descriptions of
what it means to be a programmer—and of the challenges of being a female
programmer amid immature computer geeks, wannabe billionaires and
cleaning ladies earning minimum wage—are vivid. The reader is left
wondering why anyone would sign up for a life of isolated work fueled by
cold pizza until she lovingly details the supreme satisfaction of solving a
seemingly intractable coding problem.

Ms. Ullman is no romantic when it comes to the industry in which she has
spent so many years. As early as 1998, when evangelists were promising
that technology would bring liberation, she warned: “The internet ideal
represents a retreat not only from political life but also from culture—from
that tumultuous conversation in which we try to talk to one another about
our shared experiences.” The abundant evidence that people turn to
websites that reinforce rather than challenge their views suggests that she
was right about that. In her final chapter, written early this year, she
despairs about the vast gulf between the “gig economy” workers who
service her gentrified neighborhood and the well-paid techies now residing
there, who order everything they need online and “come home to see their
wishes fulfilled as if by magic, materializing out of an ethereal, disembodied
world.” Unfortunately, she’s right about that, too.

Ms. Ullman’s dystopian vision, alas, would not motivate armies of
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programmers to work 70-hour weeks fueled by cold pizza. That requires
inspiration, which is the goal of “Hit Refresh” (HarperBusiness, 272 pages,
$29.99), a quasi-autobiography by Microsoft chief executive Satya Nadella.
Mr. Nadella has subtitled his book “The Quest to Rediscover Microsoft’s
Soul and Imagine a Better Future for Everyone,” and there are definitely
boosterish sections that seem to have been polished by Microsoft’s PR
department. The valuable part for business readers is Mr. Nadella’s
insistence that “the CEO is the curator of an organization’s culture.”
Repositioning a software company that employed more than 100,000
people, he decided upon taking charge in 2014, required inspiring
employees to be passionate about their work.

Back in the
days when
top
executives
spent
decades at a
company,
they lived
and breathed
the corporate
culture. In
recent years,
the

preoccupation of CEOs with the coming quarter’s earnings has pushed
culture to the sidelines. “Hit Refresh,” which links Mr. Nadella’s interest in
corporate culture to his personal story, including the birth of a severely
disabled child, might help reverse that trend.

So might another of this year’s not-quite autobiographies, Ray Dalio’s
“Principles: Life and Work” (Simon & Schuster, 567 pages, $30). Mr. Dalio
is a legend in the world of investing, but it was not always so. Bridgewater
Associates, the firm he founded in 1975, fared so poorly after the Mexican
debt default in 1982 that he had to lay off all his employees; a trip to visit a
prospective client in Texas was beyond his budget. “In retrospect,” he
writes, “my crash was one of the best things that ever happened to me
because it gave me the humility I needed to balance my aggressiveness.” As
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Bridgewater rebuilt, Mr. Dalio developed a new management philosophy,
which he calls “radical transparency.” It asks that the firm bring mistakes to
light and encourage the open discussion of disagreements. The second half
of the book lays out his approach to management. His judgment: “Great
cultures bring problems and disagreements to the surface and solve them
well.”

Culture is also the theme of three unorthodox books about American
retailers. James Cash Penney infused his Christian convictions into the
nation’s largest department store chain in the early 20th century, but in “
J.C. Penney: The Man, the Store, and American Agriculture” (Oklahoma,
346 pages, $29.95), David Delbert Kruger examines what came after:
Penney’s convictions led the farm-born merchant to devote decades to
breeding livestock that might improve the living standards of the struggling
farm families who shopped in his company’s stores.

“ Julius Rosenwald ” (Yale, 237 pages, $25), by Hasia R. Diner, looks at the
philanthropic efforts of the man who built Sears, Roebuck into a retail giant
but who became better known for financing 5,000 schools for black children
in the segregated South. Both his generosity and the conditions he attached
to it, Ms. Diner argues, reflected his understanding of the religious principle
that Jews should seek to “repair the world.”

The third book in this trio, David Cappello’s “The People’s Grocer” (Neutral
Ground Press, 393 pages, $20), is an entertaining study of John G.
Schwegmann, the New Orleans supermarket magnate. Schwegmann’s free-
wheeling style and his obsession with offering bargains led him to
undertake a legal crusade against the “fair trade” laws that kept grocery
prices high. The Supreme Court ruled his way in a 1951 case that opened the
door to discount retailing—a contribution for which Schwegmann deserves
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far more credit than he has received.

—Mr. Levinson is the author of “The Box: How the Shipping Container Made

the World Smaller and the World Economy Bigger.”
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